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Definition of share

 (Entry 1 of 3)

transitive verb

1a : to partake of, use, experience, occupy, or enjoy with others
b : to have in common they share a passion for opera
c(1) : to distribute on the Internet … anyone you share a link with can share that link with someone else if they choose.— Jeremy Scott
(2) : to post (something) on a social media platform Fans were also quick to screenshot and share the photo.— Yasmin Quaid The 
collective mind-set feels akin to that old adage about a tree falling in the forest: If you don't share it on Instagram, did it even happen?— 
Emily Farra It pulls in words and pictures from news and blog feeds as well as from links that your pals share on Facebook and Twitter.— 
Harry McCracken
2 : to grant or give a share in —often used with withshared the last of her water with us
3 : to tell (thoughts, feelings, experiences, etc.) to others —often used with with
4 : to divide and distribute in shares : apportion —usually used with outshared out the land among his heirs

intransitive verb

1 : to have a share —used with inwe all shared in the fruits of our labor
2 : to apportion and take shares of something
3 : to talk about one's thoughts, feelings, or experiences with others

share

noun (1)

Definition of share (Entry 2 of 3)

1a : a portion belonging to, due to, or contributed by an individual or group
b : one's full or fair portion has had his share of bad luck
2a : the part allotted or belonging to one of a number owning together property or interest
b : any of the equal portions into which property or invested capital is divided specifically : any of the equal interests or rights into which 
the entire stock of a corporation is divided and ownership of which is regularly evidenced by one or more certificates
c shares plural, chiefly British : stock sense 2a

share

noun (2)

Definition of share (Entry 3 of 3)

: plowshare

 Other Words from share  Synonyms  Choose the Right Synonym  Example Sentences  Learn More about share

Keep scrolling for more 

Other Words from share

Verb 

sharer noun

Synonyms for share

Synonyms: Verb 

• partake, 
• participate

Visit the Thesaurus for More Time Traveler
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Choose the Right Synonym for share

Verb 

share, participate, partake mean to have, get, or use in common with another or others. share usually implies that one as the original holder 
grants to another the partial use, enjoyment, or possession of a thing. shared my toys with the others participate implies a having or taking 
part in an undertaking, activity, or discussion. participated in sports partake implies accepting or acquiring a share especially of food or 
drink. partook freely of the refreshments

Examples of share in a Sentence

Verb They shared the last cookie. We shared the money equally. 

See More

First Known Use of share

Verb 

1590, in the meaning defined at transitive sense 4

Noun (1) 

14th century, in the meaning defined at sense 1a

Noun (2) 

before the 12th century, in the meaning defined above

History and Etymology for share

Noun (1) 

Middle English, from Old English scearu cutting, tonsure; akin to Old English scieran to cut 

Noun (2) 

Middle English schare, from Old English scear; akin to Old High German scaro plowshare, Old English scieran to cut — more at shear

Keep scrolling for more 

Learn More about share

Share share

Post the Definition of share to Facebook Share the Definition of share on Twitter 

Time Traveler for share

The first known use of share was before the 12th century

See more words from the same century

From the Editors at Merriam-Webster
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Too Much Information on ‘Overshare’ 

Too Much Information on ‘Overshare’

More Than You Ever Needed to Know

Dictionary Entries near share

shard-born

shard-borne

sharded

share

shareable

share a common purpose

share a stage with

See More Nearby Entries 

Phrases Related to share

a piece/slice/share of the pie

fair share

have/share (something) in common

have/share more/less in common with

job sharing

share a common purpose

share a stage with

Statistics for share

Look-up Popularity 

Top 1% of words

Cite this Entry 

“Share.” Merriam-Webster.com Dictionary
2020.

Style: MLA
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Keep scrolling for more 

More Definitions for share

share

verb

English Language Learners Definition of share

: to have or use (something) with others
of two or more people : to divide (something) into parts and each take or use a part
: to let someone else have or use a part of (something that belongs to you)

See the full definition for share in the English Language Learners Dictionary

share

noun

\ ˈsher  \

Kids Definition of share

 (Entry 1 of 2)

1 : a portion belonging to, due to, or contributed by one person I finished my share of the work.
2 : the part given or belonging to one of a group of people owning something together I sold my share of the business.
3 : any of the equal parts into which a property or corporation is divided 100 shares of stock

share

verb
shared; sharing

Kids Definition of share (Entry 2 of 2)

1 : to divide and distribute in portions We shared the last cookie.
2 : to use, experience, or enjoy with others The child would not share his toys.I share a locker with my friend.
3 : to have or take a part in I share the blame for what happened.
4 : to have in common We share a love of music.

share

noun

Legal Definition of share

1 : 

2a : any of the equal interests into which ownership of something (as a fund) is divided specifically : 
into which the entire capital stock of a corporation is divided
b : a certificate representing such a share

Keep scrolling for more 

More from Merriam-Webster on share

Thesaurus: All synonyms and antonyms for share

Nglish: Translation of share for Spanish Speakers

Britannica English: Translation of share for Arabic Speakers
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Britannica.com: Encyclopedia article about share

Comments on share

What made you want to look up share? Please tel l  us where you read or heard i t  ( including the quote, i f  

possible). 

W O R D  O F  T H E  D A Y

mogul

See Definitions and Examples » 

SHOW COMMENTS 

Get Word of the Day daily email! 

SUBSCRIBEYour email address
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Test Your Vocabulary

Great Scrabble Words—A Quiz 

•

• Which of the following 

Q-without-U words means 

the number five in cards 

or dice?

tranq cinq

qigong kamotiq

Can you spell these 10 
commonly misspelled words?

TAKE THE QUIZ

Test Your Knowledge - and 
learn some interesting things 
along the way.

TAKE THE QUIZ

Love words? Need even more definitions?

free!

M E R R I A M - W E B S T E R  U N A B R I D G E D

W O R D S  A T  P L A Y
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And how the bird got its nickname

Words from the week of 

11/20/2020

Just what the doctor ordered (or 

not). The history of 'confess' and more

We're intent on clearing it up We're gonna stop you right there

How to use a word that (literally) 

drives some pe...

•

Talking Turkey On 'Gobble'

•

The Words of the Week - 

11/20/20

•

On 'Prescribe' and 'Proscribe'

•

A Revelation on Confessional 

A S K  T H E  E D I T O R S

•

'All Intensive Purposes' or 

'All Intents and Purposes'?

•

'Nip it in the butt' or 'Nip it in 

the bud'?

•

Literally

•

W O R D  G A M E S

•

Great Scrabble Words—A 

Quiz

•

What did you just call me?! A 

Quiz

•

…

…

…
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Words to improve your Scrabble 

game

Never be caught off guard Can you spell these 10 commonly 

misspelled words?

Learn a new word every day. 

Delivered to your inbox!

SUBSCRIBE>

• • • •

Your email address
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